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Abstract: In this work, density functional theory calculations are performed to explore the unique
role of Mo dopant on MgO in oxidative coupling of methane. It is revealed that subsurface Mo
dopant significantly enhanced the adsorption and activation of oxygen molecules. The combination
of adsorbed oxygen and surface Mg exhibited a balanced activity for C-H bond activation and release
of methyl radical which paves the way to activate methane with a promising yield.
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1. Introduction

As the main component of natural gas and shale gas, methane is an important feedstock
for chemical production [1–3]. However, methane possesses an extremely strong C-H bond
with a strength of 435 kJ/mol which often requires elevated temperature for activation.
Hence, efficient methane activation is deemed as the “golden grail” in heterogeneous
catalysis [4–6]. Currently, the transformation of methane to value-added chemicals such
as methanol, formic acid, and aromatics mainly proceeds via the indirect route which
involves a conversion to syngas (CO + H2) as the intermediate step. The indirect route is an
energy extensive process with not-so-high conversion and selectivity. The direct conversion
of methane is often more desirable. In fact, there have been reported several catalytic
processes which include partial oxidation of methane, dry/stream reforming of methane,
and oxidative coupling of methane, etc. [3].

Among them, oxidative coupling of methane (OCM) is a dream reaction which con-
verts methane to C2 products such as ethane and ethylene [7]. Similar to the other routes,
OCM also takes place at a high temperature above 500 ◦C. The high temperature promotes
the deep oxidation of methane which subsequently significantly reduces the selectivity.
Due to this bottleneck, the industrial implementation of OCM is still unreachable [8,9].
Hundreds of catalysts have been examined for OCM. Lithium-doped magnesium oxide
(Li/MgO) perhaps is the most studied OCM catalyst ever [7,10] Initially, Lunsford group
found that Li-doped MgO has impressive catalytic performance in OCM [11]. Moreover,
they proposed [Li+O−] is the active center during reaction which is supported from EPR
characterization [12]. Since then, there have been continuous efforts to identify an active
center and reaction mechanism. Recent studies cast doubt on the role of Li dopant which
might be a structural modifier instead. For example, Schlögl et al., proposed that Li dop-
ing changed the number of exposed under-coordinated O2− at steps or corners [13,14].
Hargreaves and Zavyalova found that high-index crystalline planes of MgO such as (111)
and (110) have a better performance in OCM than (100) [15]. On the other hand, there are
generally two routes for methane dissociation which lead to formation of either methyl
radicals in the gas phase or adsorbed methyl on the surface. It is ideal to release methyl
radicals from the surface which can subsequently undergo a series gas phase reaction
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to generate ethane and ethylene. However, the adjustment of methane dissociation in a
controlled way is a tricky issue which is related to coordination, spin and the acid/base of
the active site. Although there are various means to tune OCM performance, doping is still
considered as an indispensable factor for the performance of the alkali metal oxide catalyst.

Besides lithium, other alkali metals such as Na and K are also often observed dopants
for MgO. Molybdenum is another commonly used dopant for metal oxide although it
might not be the usual one for OCM. Reports from Nilius’s group found that Mo-doped
MgO has remarkable catalytic capabilities for oxygen activation at room temperature [16].
Interestingly, they identified that Mo is more stable at the subsurface rather than the top-
most layer of oxide from a combined DFT and experimental verification. This work has
an important implication on OCM due to its strong ability to activate oxygen molecules
at low temperature which potentially decreases the side reactions. On the other hand,
dopants with different valence demonstrated distinct activities towards C-H bond activa-
tion. Whereas, it is worth investigating the catalytic performance of Mo-doped MgO in
OCM. In this work, DFT calculations are performed to reveal the effects of Mo doping for

MgO catalyst in OCM. The pronounced effects of Mo on oxygen adsorption and
activation are confirmed and analyzed in detail. The resulting active oxygen species directly
participate in methane activation. The complete pathway of methyl radical formation is
presented. The current study provides not only solid evidence for the active role of Mo
dopant but also deepens the understandings of OCM.

2. Results and Discussion

It is often proposed that the Mars–van Krevelen mechanism is applied for the doped
MgO catalyst in OCM, which assumes a methane-reduced catalyst. Afterwards, oxygen
restores the active site. This seems not to apply to Mo-doped MgO. The adsorption of
the oxygen molecule is much stronger than for methane. As shown in Figure 1, the
oxygen molecule has an adsorption energy over −2 eV on Mo-doped MgO while methane
adsorption is below −0.3 eV, as indicated from the calculations. More interestingly, the
adsorption sites for the oxygen molecule are quite delocalized. All magnesium atoms at the
topmost layer have abilities to bind the oxygen molecule. The adsorption energy is around
−2.4 eV except for both oxygen atoms binding at single Mg which has an adsorption energy
of −2.09 eV. Not only binding energy but also the bond length of adsorbed oxygen shows a
similar trend. All adsorbed oxygen molecules are stretched from 1.21 A to 1.36 A which is
an indication of O2

− formation. This is further verified from the charge analysis as nearly
1 e is transferred to the oxygen molecule after adsorption. The bond distance between
the oxygen and surface Mg site is almost identical, being around 2.13 A, and is nearly the
sum of the covalent radius of oxygen and magnesium. Therefore, it is ascertained that a
strong covalent bonding is formed between the adsorbed oxygen molecule and surface
Mg. It is also noted that the adsorption of the oxygen molecule is significantly enhanced
by Mo doping compared with the undoped MgO. The adsorption energy of the latter case
is below −0.15 eV as shown in Figure S1. The weak adsorption of methane on undoped
MgO is further evidenced from the bond length which is slightly increased to be 1.24 with
negligible charge transfer. Overall, Mo doping is indeed beneficial to oxygen molecule
adsorption and activation on MgO.
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Figure 1. The optimized structure of oxygen molecule on Mo-doped MgO(100). The charge, bond 
distance, and adsorption energy are also included. Mg atom is in green and oxygen is in red while 
gas phase oxygen molecule is in blue. 

The first C-H bond activation in methane molecule and the release of methyl radical 
is the key to the catalytic performance of OCM. The activation of methane and methyl 
radical formation are carefully investigated for the adsorbed oxygen molecule on MgO as 
shown in Figure 1 (O2/Mo-MgO(100)-d) which possessed the largest binding energy. The 
methane dissociation has two fragments which are hydrogen and methyl group, respec-
tively. These two fragments bind at two sites on the surface. The binding sites, including 
the adsorbed oxygen molecule, surface oxygen and magnesium, are investigated at the 
same footing as shown in Figure 2. Due to the weak methane adsorption, it is suggested 
that oxygen molecule adsorption will be the first step to initiate OCM on Mo-doped MgO. 
Two descriptors which are methane dissociation energy (Edisso) and methyl desorption en-
ergy (Ede) are used to distinguish the reactivity of different sites. As shown in Figure 2, the 
adsorbed oxygen molecule (Oa and Ob) indeed demonstrates the best performance re-
garding methane dissociation with highly exothermic dissociation energy over 2 eV. Con-
versely, the methane dissociations at the other surface sites (O and Mg) are all endother-
mic. Owing to its better reactivity, the binding of methyl is also significantly stronger than 
other sites which caused a big desorption of energy. Therefore, a balanced performance 
for methane dissociation and methyl desorption is required to reach optimal performance. 
According to this principle, the combination of adsorbed oxygen (Oa, Ob) and surface Mg 
yields the best performance. Moreover, there are two different pathways under investiga-
tion at these favorable sites including (Oa-CH3, Ob-CH3, Oa-MgF, and Ob-MgE) as shown 
in Figure 3. The first pathway is that the adsorbed oxygen molecule (Oa, Ob) attacks the 
methane molecule and abstracts one of the hydrogen atoms which directly forms methyl 
radical. The barrier associated with hydrogen abstraction is calculated to be 1.36 and 1.03 
eV at Oa and Ob sites, respectively, as shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 1. The optimized structure of oxygen molecule on Mo-doped MgO(100). The charge, bond
distance, and adsorption energy are also included. Mg atom is in green and oxygen is in red while
gas phase oxygen molecule is in blue.

The first C-H bond activation in methane molecule and the release of methyl radical
is the key to the catalytic performance of OCM. The activation of methane and methyl
radical formation are carefully investigated for the adsorbed oxygen molecule on MgO
as shown in Figure 1 (O2/Mo-MgO(100)-d) which possessed the largest binding energy.
The methane dissociation has two fragments which are hydrogen and methyl group,
respectively. These two fragments bind at two sites on the surface. The binding sites,
including the adsorbed oxygen molecule, surface oxygen and magnesium, are investigated
at the same footing as shown in Figure 2. Due to the weak methane adsorption, it is
suggested that oxygen molecule adsorption will be the first step to initiate OCM on Mo-
doped MgO. Two descriptors which are methane dissociation energy (Edisso) and methyl
desorption energy (Ede) are used to distinguish the reactivity of different sites. As shown
in Figure 2, the adsorbed oxygen molecule (Oa and Ob) indeed demonstrates the best
performance regarding methane dissociation with highly exothermic dissociation energy
over 2 eV. Conversely, the methane dissociations at the other surface sites (O and Mg) are
all endothermic. Owing to its better reactivity, the binding of methyl is also significantly
stronger than other sites which caused a big desorption of energy. Therefore, a balanced
performance for methane dissociation and methyl desorption is required to reach optimal
performance. According to this principle, the combination of adsorbed oxygen (Oa, Ob)
and surface Mg yields the best performance. Moreover, there are two different pathways
under investigation at these favorable sites including (Oa-CH3, Ob-CH3, Oa-MgF, and
Ob-MgE) as shown in Figure 3. The first pathway is that the adsorbed oxygen molecule (Oa,
Ob) attacks the methane molecule and abstracts one of the hydrogen atoms which directly
forms methyl radical. The barrier associated with hydrogen abstraction is calculated to be
1.36 and 1.03 eV at Oa and Ob sites, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. The dissociation energy (Edisso) and desorption energy (Ede) of methane at various sites on 
Mo-doped MgO(100). The labels associated with binding sites are indicated in Figure 1 dopant ef-
fects in OCM but also provide insight into the future design of the doped metal oxide catalyst. 

 

Figure 2. The dissociation energy (Edisso) and desorption energy (Ede) of methane at various sites
on Mo-doped MgO(100). The labels associated with binding sites are indicated in Figure 1 dopant
effects in OCM but also provide insight into the future design of the doped metal oxide catalyst.

The second pathway is that methane activation occurred between adsorbed oxygen
and surface magnesium sites. The dissociation fragments, CH3 and H, bind at oxygen (Oa
or Ob) and surface Mg, respectively. It is noted that the barrier of hydrogen abstraction is
lower than the first pathway which is 0.76 and 0.85 eV at Oa-MgF and Ob-MgE, respectively.
However, the release of methyl radical on the second pathway is more energy-demanding
than the first pathway. Overall, the calculations indicate the active role of the adsorbed
oxygen molecules in methane activation. They not only acted as active sites to break
the C-H bond but also triggered the reactivity of surface atoms. Moreover, the first C-H
bond activation has the largest barrier of all investigated pathways which is deemed as a
rate-limiting step.

Considering the importance of adsorbed oxygen molecules, the other configurations
of oxygen molecules on MgO are also investigated for methane activation as shown in
Figure S2. Methane activation proceeded in a similar way for all sites. It starts with a weak
physisorption of methane with adsorption energy below −0.3 eV. The adsorbed methane
molecule resides between the adsorbed oxygen molecule and surface Mg with nearly equal
distance. One of the hydrogen atoms from the methane molecule approached Oa/Ob sites
at transition state (TS) which caused the C-H bond to break. The calculated barrier of C-H is
0.85, 0.98, 1.22, and 1.28 eV for configurations d–f shown in Figure 1. The co-adsorption of
CH3 and H is an endothermic process for all cases after the first hydrogen abstraction. The
energy span between methane adsorption and co-adsorption of CH3 and H is indicated in
Figure S2. The comparison reveals the Ob-MgA combination in configuration e, as shown
in Figure 1, has the best reactivity with the smallest energy cost. It is interesting to observe
that the desorption energy of the CH3 radical does not exceed over 0.5 eV. This is much
smaller than the C-H bond activation barrier. Therefore, the generation of methyl radical
will be easy under the condition of C-H bond activation. It is concluded that the adsorbed
oxygen molecule is indeed beneficial for methyl radical formation.
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Figure 3. The reaction pathway and configurations along pathway of methane activation on Mo-
doped MgO(100).

3. Conclusions

In this work, DFT calculations were performed to explore the reaction pathway and
mechanism of Mo-doped MgO in methane oxidative coupling. It was found that the
adsorption of the oxygen molecule significantly increased with the presence of Mo dopant.
Moreover, the adsorbed oxygen molecule demonstrated excellent reactivity for methane
activation. It is indicated that the adsorbed oxygen molecule not only behaves as an active
site by itself but also successfully adjusts the catalytic properties of surface magnesium
atoms. The calculations indicated that dual site adsorption of CH3 and H is more favorable
than the direct release of methyl radical. Moreover, the rate-limiting step was identified
as the first hydrogen abstraction. The release of methyl radical from the surface is much
facilitated with the cooperation between the adsorbed oxygen and surface magnesium.
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Overall, the current work identifies the importance of Mo doping and gives unique insight
into further improvements for OCM catalysts.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/catal12101083/s1, Figure S1: The adsorption energy and configuration of
oxygen molecule on undoped MgO(100); Figure S2: Reaction pathways of methane activation on Mo
doped MgO(100) with adsorbed oxygen molecule and the configurations of key species [17–23].
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